Introduction
Within the wider history of pre-nineteenth century education, the act of writing anything beyond a signature or a scribble has played a limited role. To be sure, the presence of writing is frequently identified as a subject in school textbooks or as a goal for the curriculum. But little sustained attention has been given to how schoolchildren outside elite settings mastered the act of writing, or, more broadly, how they internalised the techniques of graphic literacy required to inscribe the ordered lists, sentences, and tables into the commonplace books, ledgers, marginalia, doodles and diaries they would eventually end up making as adults. Indeed, as recently shown by Ruth Bottingheimer, Jill Shefrin, Mary Hilton, and Susan M. Stabile, the histories of the material and visual culture of objects made or actually used by children at home or in classrooms have only just begun to be explored. 1 In this essay I offer an account of how writing served as a crucial mode of childhood learning in the Scottish educational system during the long eighteenth century. Goody emphasise that learning to write is a long and difficult process that is best understood by taking a very close look at how the graphic artefacts, especially those made through writing and drawing, are created and used on a daily basis in sites of learning. 4 At one level, the graphic artefacts of eighteenth-century childhood education include the textbooks traditionally studied by historians of education, particularly those that influenced how children conceived the shape of letters and the graphic layout of a text. But at a much deeper developmental level, such objects also include hitherto neglected paper tools such as the copybooks, diaries, commonplace books, manuscript textbooks and ledger-books through which children learned to write or draw every day. In particular, Ingold argues that the lines of graphic artefacts -either as symbols or shapes -are forms to which inscribers learn to attach meaning. 5 In making such a move, he jointly emphasizes both the materiality and visuality of scribal artefacts used by learners. 6 In what follows, I use Ingold's graphic insights to transform the graphite and ink lines of Scottish children into a fresh corpus of evidence that can be used to cast new light on the central role played by writing, especially the act of copying, as an indispensible educational tool.
Learning to Write
A core point underscored by most histories of literacy and education in recent decades is ', 19-32. that knowing how to read and knowing how to write are two different cognitive abilities.
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Recent histories of child writers also have shown that children learned different genres of writing, and that children who knew how to write did not necessarily know how to write well. 8 This being the case, the next two sections lay out the techniques and tools through which Scottish children learned to write in communal settings, either at home or in institutions.
The writing skills of Enlightenment children varied based on age, ability, interest, environment and mode of instruction. The main sites of early learning were homes, charity schools, village (or neighbourhood) schools, workhouses and hospitals. 9 One of the most important factors that influenced how a child wrote or eventually made a notebook was the context of her education. The foundations of organised writing in Scotland were laid when children first learned to recognise the letters and numbers printed in hornbooks, ABCs and the Shorter Catechism of the Church of Scotland. 10 The common act of learning letters with a paperback ABC at home during the 1760s was once recounted in an autobiographical memoir written by the poet and dramatist Joanna Baillie. The daughter of a minister, her earliest memory was sitting on the stairs of Bothwell Manse near Hamilton, Scotland. Her sister held 'a paper on which was marked the large letters of the ABC' and she loudly repeated the alphabet. As intimated by Baillie's account and by Scottish instruction manuals, it seems that children learned to say and recognise the letters first and then learned to write them out later.
Baillie, for example, began reading the alphabet with her sister at the age of three but read in a 'very imperfect manner' until she was sent to a dayschool in Hamilton when she was eight or nine. But encountering the pages of an ABC at such a young age imparted skills that would help children write in the future. Looking at the layout and letters of an ABC exposed them to a simple graphic format and shaped their ability to perceive the spatialisation of words on the page. Put more simply, ABC charts (printed or written) allowed family members or tutors to train children to recognise and individuate different kinds of letters and blank spacings that were formatted on horizontal lines running across a rectilinear grid.
Once children learned to pronounce sounds, they were then asked to read excerpts from the Bible or the Shorter Catechism and they wrote out exercises taken from spelling books published by popular authors such as John Warden, Arthur Masson, Gilles Ker, James Gray and Alexander Barrie. 12 This activity took place in schools or at home with a family member or private tutor serving as the teacher. The scribal evidence for this practice is exceptionally rare, particularly since writing letters and words was often done in chalk on a small slate tablet, or on scrap paper. The content of writing manuals also suggests that younger children were being taught how to make writing implements like ink and quills. 14 As we will see in later sections, autobiographical accounts of pre-nineteenth century authors offer some insight, however, they tend to focus on the act of reading and not the act of writing, which is a strange irony when one considers that it was the act of writing that allowed them to compose their autobiographies in the first place.
Learning to Write Well
Having acquired a basic proficiency in recognising and writing simple words, children were then sent to burgh schools (in the city) and parish schools (in the country). The age of matriculation ranged from seven to nine years. From the late seventeenth century girls were also taught in some burgh schools, and from the 1750s onwards they were taught with boys on a regular basis in schools run by city councils and the Church of Scotland, or in the As indicated by Chambers, writing continued to be taught at this stage as well. Additionally, as pointed out by the educational historian Alexander Law, since it is likely that children often learned Latin orally, pedagogues like Ruddiman encouraged grammar school teachers to use the act of writing as a learning tool to help their students acquire the language more efficiently.
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Overall there was what might be seen as a scale of writing proficiency, one which consisted of several institutional levels. At the first level, children learned introductory writing skills at home, village and charity schools and hospitals. The second level included the basic copying, cyphering and composition skills taught at burgh and parish schools, or through apprenticeships. The third level eliminated girls and further honed the foregoing skills in relation to more specialized topics that ranged from surveying to ancient history. The final level included advanced skills of note-taking that were developed at universities in relation to specialised and systematised fields of study. Finally, girls and boys taught at home by a family member or a tutor could also learn various advanced writing skills outside traditional school settings.
Drawing as an Aid to Writing
In order to write properly, children in Enlightenment Scotland had to learn a form of graphic intelligence, an ability to make and replicate various kinds of spatial arrangements of words and lines on the page. In an age of computer screens and printed texts, modern historians often overlook this mode of learning and they fail to see writing as a genre of visual culture, mainly because the textual material read or written by pre-nineteenth-century young learners was usually devoid of figural forms of representation. This means that words were drawings that accompany many of the children's manuscript textbooks, diaries and marginalia that I will discuss in later sections.
Commonplace Writing
During or after their years at a burgh or parish school, some young writers kept commonplace books in which they copied useful or amusing facts. While making such notebooks, which were also called 'pocket-books', was most likely a common occurrence, their ephemeral nature makes them incredibly difficult to find. marks of a tutor or teacher, they suggest that commonplacing was a form of inscription in which young writers were perhaps allowed to more freely choose the material they copied.
The idea of keeping track of one's mind via ordered commonplacing was also made familiar to young writers via Ladies Pocket Books. 46 Used by both boys and girls, these printed reference books contained excerpts of useful information like metric conversions and the dates of holidays. They also contained weekly calendars featured as a blank table of boxes that represented the days of the week. Each day was given a blank box that invited young readers to write 'Appointments, Memorandums, and Observations'.
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Aside from developing a child's sense of observation and organisation, the graphic skills required to insert information into this kind of box no doubt aided children when they read or designed gridded tables featured in other forms of print and manuscript culture. The pages of the Greig and Dunbar commonplace books, for instance, show that children learned how to draw boxed tables into which they copied facts. This act of copying allowed them to learn to expedite information in a graphic, useful manner.
Textbook Copying
Most extant juvenile notebooks made by Scottish children are manuscript textbooks, that is to say, they are textbooks that were copied out by children. The practice of textbook copying was not confined to Scotland and it was most likely a common practice throughout According to the Italian Method. Boys and girls not only had to learn to write ledger book entries, they also had to learn how to draw the many lines and columns that were used to structure the space of a typical ledger-book page.
The graphic skills of ledger writing could only be learned through time-consuming cyphering exercises conducted under the watchful eye of a ledger-writing instructor. Due to the variety of book-keeping formats, children were asked to write out practice copies of different kinds of ledger entries. The main goal was for a child to submit a full notebook of handwritten ledger specimens as the final requirement of a book-keeping class. Figure   6 ]. Buchanan's vignette features a boy proudly handing his practice slate to his teacher -a scene that undoubtedly occurred frequently in writing schools. Echoing the classical link between knowledge and beauty, Gordon's frontispiece portrays a goddess teaching a bookkeeping student with a slate of numbers aligned into columns.
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Many schools and academies taught accounting as an extracurricular subject, meaning that, like orthographic instruction, ledger-writing instruction required parents to pay an additional fee. 67 Two immanently informative manuscript sources that shed light on how children learned the scribal skills of advanced accounting are the two school ledger books kept by Robert Richardson while he was a student at Perth Academy during the 1770s. 68 [ Figure 7 ]
Written in a very neat hand into columns made from graphite lines drawn on a grid printed in red ink, each book contains 'setts' (exercises) of detailed accounts. Richardson's handwritten practice ledgers reveal that he had to write out specimens from across the business world, with different kinds of accounts requiring slightly different kinds of columns and entries.
Around the time Richardson was studying book-keeping, Robert Hamilton taught accounting and maths at the Academy and served as its rector. Hamilton eventually went on to be the professor of natural philosophy at the University of Aberdeen, at which time he published his Perth teaching material as a school maths and accounting textbook entitled An Introduction to Merchandise. 69 When the format and content of Richardson's setts are compared to the instructions and exercises featured in Hamilton's textbook, it can be seen that students, in addition to writing the ledger, also had to learn to navigate a diverse variety of accounting notebooks. Farmers, for example, often kept their accounts in 'field books' or 'corn books'. Students had to learn to extract facts from these sources so that they could insert the information into the columns of their practice ledger-books.
Hamilton's guidelines for keeping and using such ledgers and other manuscript accounting books are instructive, as they communicate the graphic elements (columns) and conceptual skills (assigning categorical meanings to the columns) being learned by students copying accounts: After the foregoing instructions, Hamilton gives a 'specimen' of how the account should look, thereby supplying a visual example of what a student might want to copy under the guidance of a teacher. 71 The overarching point to note is that learning to write accounts, which were effectively elaborately structured tables, required a range of writing techniques that took time, effort and money to learn.
Marginalia and Scribbles
In addition to copying textbooks, commonplaces and ledgers, some children made their own compositions. A simplified version of this practice came in the form of marginalia and The Practical Counting House; Or, Calculation and Accountantship Illustrated (Glasgow: Duncan, 1777 mode of internalising information that children associated with being a responsible, inquisitive and economically productive member of society.
Diary Writing
The most informative sources that shed insight into how children perceived the world through written compositions are diaries, which were sometimes called 'journals'. For many historians, a diary is a 'day-to-day record written shortly after events occurred'. 79 But, as intimated above, this definition could be applied to a commonplace book as well, especially since entries were sometimes dated. When it comes to researching children's diaries, Baggerman and Dekker hold that a 'diary' needs to have some sort of introspective element to it. Nevertheless, as they note on several occasions, extant child diaries of this specification are notoriously difficult to find. This being the case, it is worth mentioning that the ones I am about to discuss are some of the only specimens known to exist for Scottish children living prior to the nineteenth century.
Based on extant diaries and on reflections about childhood diaries in early nineteenthcentury autobiographical works, it seems safe to say that Scottish diaries could be written by children as young as eight, but were probably written more by adolescents. Most, if not all, of the foregoing diaries served mainly to record daily events and, as such, strengthened a child's techniques of observation through the act of writing. Deep personal or philosophical issues are absent, mainly because family members or friends most likely read the diary. Indeed, Sandy's 'diary' was kept in part to record the meetings and outings of a club that he had created with two other friends. The language of the narrative clearly indicates that the other boys were allowed to read parts of the diary, making it a communal document. 85 But even so, the act of committing thoughts to paper served as a mnemonic aid for child writers and built on the graphic and conceptual aspects of writing that they had learned at home and or in school.
Conclusion
In this paper I have historicised the writing and drawing techniques learned by Scottish schoolchildren during the long eighteenth century. Drawing from Ingold's work in visual anthropology, I conceptualised the scribal ephemera of young learners as important historical artefacts that can be used to investigate the graphic modes of learning which underpinned childhood education during the Enlightenment. Taken together, these techniques and modes constituted a form of graphic literacy that had to be learned in addition to the official subjects of the curriculum. The first sections examined how children acquired scribal skills, with special attention being given to where they learned to write and why they wrote for different purposes. The latter sections then explored several genres of child writing, giving attention to how they were used to internalise knowledge that was prized by the Scottish Enlightenment.
In order to identify the centrality of the act of writing, I underscored the fact that children's inscriptions were both visual and material objects that allowed information to be managed and circulated on paper. They came in many shapes and sizes. They addressed a variety of different subjects and could contain material that was copied and composed. On the whole, aside from the rather masculine Bogle and Sandy diaries, it seems that young learners wrote for pragmatic reasons and that they copied and composed material that had been selected or suggested by a teacher or tutor. It is also clear that children spent much of their time practising penmanship and copying out textbooks. Indeed, copying was a core form of learning and should be treated as such within the history of Enlightenment literacy and education.
Based on the Greig and Dunbar notebooks, it also seems that commonplace books served as a familiar form of writing through which children learned to draw tables or to plot numbers and words in patterns on the page in a graphically accessible manner. Like the manuscript accounting skills learned by Richardson and described by Hamilton, children's commonplace books contain tables of useful commercial and professional facts. Overall, when children wrote in their writing copybooks, diaries, ledgers, commonplace books, manuscript textbooks and marginalia, they were learning how to shape their own minds through graphic interface. Writing in this manner bestowed a rich cache of scribal techniques that allowed them to extend the ability to judge facts and this in turn made it easier for them to understand the larger utilitarian ideologies that framed the Scottish Enlightenment. 
